Patterned monolayer self-assembly programmed by side chain shape: four-component gratings.
A molecular recognition strategy based on alkadiyne side chain shape is used to self-assemble a four-component, 1D-patterned monolayer at the solution-HOPG interface. The designed monolayer unit cell contains six molecules and spans 23 nm × 1 nm. The unit cell's internal structure and packing are driven by complementary shapes and lengths of six different alkadiyne side chains. A solution of the four compounds on HOPG self-assembles monolayers (i) comprised, almost entirely, of the intended unit cell, (ii) exhibiting patterned domains spanning 10(4) nm(2), and (iii) which are sufficiently robust that patterned domains survive solvent rinsing and drying. The patterned monolayer affords 1D-feature spacings ranging from 3.3 to 23 nm. The results demonstrate the remarkable selectivity afforded by molecular recognition based on alkadiyne side chain shape and the ability to program highly complex 1D-patterns in self-assembled monolayers.